
Council opposes
sculptures plan

Larger than life: sculptor Louis Laumen with one of the legs for the Ron
Barassi statue which is based on sketch studies (inset). Picture: JESSICA LEE

DESPITE admitting he isn't much of a
sports fan, Louis Laumen is moulding
some of Australia's most loved sport-
ing champs — literally.

The Richmond-based artist is the
sculptor behind the Melbourne Crick-
et Club's Parade of Champions.

Given the job last May, Laumen is
putting the finishing touches on sta-
tue number three — Ron Barassi.

He said each statue took about four
months to complete, with photo-
graphs and real life models providing
the inspiration.

"There is a bit of negotiating be-
tween the MCC and myself as to how
the person will be depicted," he said.

"There was a photo of Ron Barassi
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"But as statues don't fly we had to
look at an alternative.

"Ron did come into the studio
where I measured him and also
photographed his head from different
angles.

"His face had changed a great deal
over the years but it was still useful."

The statue was being bronzed in
pieces, he said.

"Now we have a bench full of Ron
Barassi body parts. The next stage is
welding them together."

Laumen has begun initial modelling
work on cricketer Keith Miller's statue.
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